**Childrens Hospital of Philadelphia - Research Institute; Pennsylvania; USA**

**RRID:** SCR_003416  
**Type:** Tool

**Proper Citation**

Childrens Hospital of Philadelphia - Research Institute; Pennsylvania; USA  
(RRID:SCR_003416)

**Resource Information**

**URL:** [http://www.research.chop.edu/](http://www.research.chop.edu/)

**Proper Citation:** Childrens Hospital of Philadelphia - Research Institute; Pennsylvania; USA  
(RRID:SCR_003416)

**Description:** a hospital

**Abbreviations:** CHOP

**Synonyms:** Children”s Hospital of Philadelphia - Research Institute; Pennsylvania; USA,  
Children”s Hospital of Philadelphia - Research Institute, Childrens Hospital of Philadelphia - Research Institute

**Resource Type:** institution

**Resource Name:** Childrens Hospital of Philadelphia - Research Institute; Pennsylvania; USA

**Resource ID:** SCR_003416

**Alternate IDs:** nlx_151872, GRID grid.239552.a, ISNI 00000000106808770, Crossref Funder ID 100006458, Wikidata Q4569202

**Alternate URLs:** [https://ror.org/02qkdss21](https://ror.org/02qkdss21)

**Ratings and Alerts**
No rating or validation information has been found for Childrens Hospital of Philadelphia - Research Institute; Pennsylvania; USA.

No alerts have been found for Childrens Hospital of Philadelphia - Research Institute; Pennsylvania; USA.

Data and Source Information

**Source:** [SciCrunch Registry](https://scicrunch.org)

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.